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What can the lawyer of today possibly learn from studying the address
of A. L. Miller given in his capacity as President of the Bar Association of
Georgia at its annual meeting over eighty years ago? In the early 1900s
small town practices flourished. Lawyers enjoyed personal relationships
with nearly all their clients and often knew practically everyone in their
city or town. The practice of law was quite localized. A lawyer might
often spend a career handling only "home jurisdiction" matters.

In 1990 the practice of law is very different while it also maintains
many common concerns and goals. Huge "mega-firms" with hundreds of
lawyers seem to be the growing rule rather than the exception. A lawyer
might have dozens or hundreds of clients from all over the country or
world, many of whom he has never met in person. Today's lawyer thinks
nothing of jetting across the country and back, all in a day's work. So
what can today's lawyers learn from Miller's address? Possibly nothing,
were it not for the truth and wisdom of an old French proverb-"The
more things change, the more they remain the same."

As is true of all literary works and speeches, Miller's address reflects his
own time, culture, society, ethic, and religious views. Yet the issues Miller
treats remain timeless. They were just as important in 1907 when Miller
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spoke on them as they were in 1850 when Abraham Lincoln addressed
many of the same subjects in his notes for a law lecture. These issues and
accompanying advice may be even more important today.

I. ON THE ROLE OF LAWYERS

In describing the role of the lawyer in society, Miller quoted Major Jo-
seph B. Cumming's address entitled "Lawyers, The Trustees of Public
Opinion," delivered to the annual meeting of the Georgia Bar in 1886:

The true idea of law is of a sacred and majestic thing-the embodiment
of truth, and right, and justice sitting in judgment on the dearest rights
of man. Those who bear a commission to interpret its oracles and declare
its momentous meaning are as much a priesthood, in the sense of being
charged of any sacred function, as any who minister about the altar.'

Whether a person considers the law a "sacred and majestic thing"
probably depends upon the views and values of the person and that per-
son's own experiences to the advantages or burdens of "the law." Also,
Miller's statement seems to refer more to judges than to lawyers. Are the
"callings" of a lawyer and judge different? The lawyer, like a priest, doc-
tor, teacher, or trustee is in fact charged with high and "sacred" en-
trusted functions. While lawyers must use their judgment, however, they
do not sit in judgment. Rather, under our adversary system which has
evolved throughout the years and which is arguably unsurpassed in the
world, "once a lawyer has accepted a client the lawyer is bound to use all
of the lawyer's professional knowledge and skills to advance the legal in-
terests of the client, regardless of the lawyer's private reservations about
the client's course of action based on moral, social, political or economic
reasons."' This, however, is not to suggest that a lawyer is merely a
"hired gun" who is a puppet of the highest bidder. Instead, a lawyer is
free to accept or reject clients and cases and is duty bound to reject those
cases or clients which he could not represent with the utmost diligence.

II. PUBLIC OPINION OF LAWYERS

Miller wisely observed that "[elach community judges the law as a pro-
fession by the men who practice it."'3 This statement is as true now as it

1. Cumming, Lawyers, The Trustees of Public Opinion An Address Delivered Before
the Georgia Bar Association August 26th, 1886, in REPORTS OF THE FIRST, SECOND, THIRD
ANNUAL MEETINGS OF THE GEORGIA BAR ASSOCIATION 88, 94 (1886), reprinted in 41 MERCER
L. REv. 535 (1990).

2. C. WOLFRAM, MODERN LEGAL ETHIcS 569.
3. Miller, Some Friendly Suggestions to Young Lawyers Address by the President, in
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was eighty years ago. It deserves careful thought today since we con-
stantly read polls reporting the public opinion of lawyers is on a par with
that of "used car salesmen."

This negative public opinion of lawyers has not always so strongly ex-
isted. Miller quoted from a paper presented at the preceding year's meet-
oing of the bar that lawyers are "essential to our civic life" and that it is a
profession composed of "learned" men that "invites and receives confi-
dence to an extent that is not approached in any walk of life."" Yet it
seems now that every public opinion on the matter ranks lawyers below
the priest, director, teacher, or trustee charged with high and "sacred"
duties in the category of trustworthiness and honesty. This relatively re-
duced public esteem is also implied in the current popularity of lawyer
jokes and books that are less than positive and place the "brunt of the
joke" on lawyers.

Thus, the question arises of how we can improve the image people now
have of lawyers. Miller answered this for us some eighty years ago-by
working to do good at an individual level. Each community does judge
the law as a profession by the people who practice it-lawyers. People do
not form their opinion of the legal profession as they logically should by
assessing and considering "all lawyers" or the collective profession.
Rather, people generally form their strongest opinions based on personal
contacts, experiences, and perceptions. One person may think lawyers are
a wonderful, upright, lot because the family lawyer did such a fine job on
that person's grandmother's will. Conversely, another person may think
quite poorly of all lawyers in general because of the poor job that a par-
ticular lawyer did in handling that person's fender-bender case.

These judgments of the profession based on individual contacts are not
limited to opinions based on the quality of work or the effectiveness of
the lawyer as a fierce but honest advocate for his client. People also judge
the legal profession based on their observations of individual lawyers in a
nonlegal setting. Accordingly, legal scholars (and Miller) are quick to find
a "duty to the community" that obligates a lawyer as a result of the privi-
lege of being a member of the profession.

In a broader and deeper sense, however, whether or not this "duty to
the community" exists is not necessarily the most satisfying personal rea-
son or reward for service. The lawyers who help others simply because of
"duty" may shortchange themselves by "missing" the good feeling from
helping others "just because" and not because one is forced to help. The
lawyer should want to help those less fortunate not because of being a

(1907), reprinted in 41 MERCER L. REv. 615 (1990) [hereinafter Some Friendly Suggestions].
4. Id. at 159 (quoting Judge John L. Hopkins, The Lawyer in Government, in REPORT OF
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lawyer but because the attorney is a good person. Thus, if a lawyer does
feel a duty to do good, the duty should also hopefully arise from being a
generous and healthy human being. If so, then there is the foundation for
a "generous and healthy" lawyer who will help the image of the bar and
be appreciated for collegiality and professionalism.

III. ON THE LAWYER'S ROLE AS A PEACEMAKER

Miller pointed out that "[p]eace often pays better than success." This
is one piece of advice that has always and will always be true in the field
of law. In 1850 Abraham Lincoln directed:

Discourage litigation. Persuade your neighbors to compromise whenever
you can. Point out to them how the nominal winner is often a real loser
in fees, expenses and waste of time. As a peacemaker, the lawyer has a
superior opportunity of being a good man. There will still be business
enough.'

This direction is especially true today given the rising costs of legal ser-
vices. In controversies over a few hundred or a few thousand dollars,
often neither client is a winner if legal proceedings drag on. Voltaire ob-
served: "I was never ruined but twice: once when I lost a lawsuit, and
once when I won one."

IV. ADVERTISING, MARKETING, AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Miller also stated in his address: "Let me say a few words now on a
distinctly unpleasant subject: Do not solicit business. The lawyer who
does so will gradually become an active factor in stirring up litigation;
and such a lawyer is a curse to any community."'7 Abe Lincoln also dis-
cussed this subject. He stated:

Never stir up litigation. A worse man can scarcely be found than one who
does this. Who can be more nearly a fiend than he who habitually over-
hauls the registry of deeds in search of defects and titles, where on to stir
up strife and put money in his pocket? A moral tone ought to be infused
into the profession which should drive such men out of it.

Given the current controversy over advertising in the legal profession,
these statements are perhaps more relevant now than when made. Yellow
page ads, radio ads, and television commercials are now the norm with a

5. Id. at 162.
6., A. LINCOLN, NOTES FOR A LAW LECTURE, July 1, 1850.
7. Some Friendly Suggestions, supra note 3, at 171.
8. See supra note 6.
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growing number of participants in the legal profession. All this "free
speech advertising" is within the ethical canons and guidelines of the pro-
fession. Many more lawyers, however, still adhere to a more stringent set
of guidelines and do not advertise. These lawyers still abide by the words
of Miller and Lincoln. They see themselves as peacemakers rather than
encouragers of litigation. A lawyer's educating people regarding the law
and their rights and teaching them how to avoid claims in fact is admira-
ble. Encouraging and stimulating litigation is not.

V. OTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUNG LAWYERS

Abe Lincoln stated:

The leading rule for the lawyer as for the man of every other calling is
diligence. Leave nothing for tomorrow which can be done today .... If
any one, upon his rare powers of speaking shall claim an exemption from
the drudgery of the law, his case is a failure in advance.'

Again this statement still rings so true. Having the greatest legal mind
in the world or being the greatest orator in the world is still no substitute
for the requisite hours of "drudgery"-the hours of research in the li-
brary, the hours sorting through those cases found to pick out the posi-
tive and discard the negative, and the hours composing, editing, and re-
editing briefs and memoranda which must convince the court.

VI. FINAL WORDS ON BEING A LAWYER

Georgia Bar President Kirk McAlpin requested me to speak at the 1979
midyear meeting on "Marketing Your Product and Your Professional Im-
age." Having never used a marketing consultant or studied marketing, I
drew on my own experiences and observations as a lawyer then for thirty
years. To assist in my efforts for accuracy and completeness, I wrote a
handout in the form of a letter to my daughter and her husband, both
then recent law graduates. Now, after forty years of law practice I find
these statements truer than ever.

My father, three uncles, and a dozen cousins were all lawyers. Dad
died of a heart attack in the courtroom while trying a case. His two
brothers (and law partners) died of strokes-one while also trying a case.
Their deaths before I entered law school left me with only early memo-
ries of their "lawyer" and personal views of life and law. They are still a
part of me-plus others added from being a sole practitioner, prosecuting
attorney, teacher and now Atlanta lawyer the last twenty years.

With full confidence in your own character and capacity to create and

9. Id.
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enjoy useful and happy lives as lawyers, I desire to share some of my
memories and thoughts-with the hope they may help you and you can
help me-as the process of "becoming a lawyer" continues for each of us.

Let's let the six letters of lawyer remind us of basic concepts and an-
cient truths which remain with us today, tomorrow-and forever:

L - Love, Loyalty, Life, Law, Lighthouse
A - Ability, Alert, Anticipate, Attractiveness, Advocate
W - We, Work, Wit, Wisdom, "Winners"
Y - You - The Client, Lawyer, Adversary, Judge, Family
E - Exposure, Empathy, Emotions, Encouragement, Economy
R - Relationships, Rational, Rescue, Risk, Reward

L

Love: The most powerful positive force in our lives and relation-
ships-and benefits flow from also loving our work.

Loyalty: The commitment family, friends, and clients want and
esteem.

Life: The mysterious and natural and changing paths which from con-
ception to completion also are surrounded by laws of life.

Law: The rules of life generally born from necessity, convenience, and
customs.

Lighthouse: The light that guides in both calm and stormy waters-a
good model for a lawyer who helps clients with the streams and
seas-and shallows and rocks-of life.

A

Ability: The essential knowledge, experience, and skill for capacity to
understand and help.

Alert: Awake and aware to see, hear, think, feel, and explain what,
when, where, and why-in response to these questions we ask our clients.

Anticipation: An ounce of prevention is still worth more than a pound
of cure. Clients want the stitch that saves nine-and will return and send
others to the lawyer who can help tailor life's desires and needs.

Attractiveness: The choice and condition that pulls us towards and to-
gether-including lawyers and clients.

Advocate: Who is on my side? Do you really care? Did you warn me?
Feel and think and speak for me? Help me? Did you really try?

W

We: Individuals-independent, dependent, and interdependent becom-
ing a team to understand, help, and work together-toward "our
goal"-helping our client.

Work: Not just harder, but smarter-a worthy goal.
Wit: A sense of humor and the confidence to laugh at yourself-helps

lawyers keep their wits.
Wisdom: Experience-yours and others-teaches lessons clients want
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to learn from their lawyer-if they are prudent and wise and useful.
"Winners": Preparation and pursuing the possible-preferably the

probable-with optimum results are the paths your clients want you to
lead them up-for dead ends and costly losses lose clients and their con-
fidence goes down-and good words for you end-deadly.

y

You: You and I-and I and you-reflect who is the subject. There are
many in the lives of all of us. After your law degree and license, the next
essential to practice law is a client-a "you" who deserves and desires
your best efforts when dealing with his subject-and him or her. Never
take on more subjects than your active verbs can actively handle if you
want better and bigger subjects.

E

Exposure: "Lawyering" is a people's business-listening and telling
and doing and meeting with people-clients, juries, judges, and other
lawyers-and neighbors, opponents, club members, friends, and butch-
ers, bankers and candlestick makers. The most important exposure is the
client you have-work hard for him and he will return and send his
"people." Remember the fable of the dog that dropped and lost his bone
after seeing his reflection and seeking his bone mirrored in the creek.
Keep your shop and it will keep you is as true today as in Ben Franklin's
day. It is your best advertisement-and approved by customs, codes, and
ethics, and all lawyers-young and old-past, present, and future.

Empathy: The sympathy, support, and sharing of feelings and under-
standing we all want-including clients if we desire them to like us and
our profession.

Emotions: The heart decides and the head rationalizes-many times,
most times, almost every time. Lawyers are practicing practical psychol-
ogy-or should be if they want to understand themselves, their work,
opposition, and clients-and their great and deep and most personal self
and needs-and human emotions.

Encouragement: The negative of nothingness, nihilism, and no mean-
ing add up to nothing and meaninglessness-and there are few (if any)
markets for such negatives. Everybody has had their share without buy-
ing more. Half full is as true as half empty-and sounds and feels and
sells better. The power of the positive is positive.

Economy: Is the cure more costly than the disease? This question is
for doctors-and lawyers! Our legal profession now has: thousands of new
lawyers, every year exceeding available jobs-specialization and innova-
tion from law clinics to computers-automatic typewriters and tape re-
corders to instant document copying over the telephone-systems, forms,
and planning to retrieving research, past work, documents (so you don't
have to rediscover and charge for inventing the wheel every time a simi-
lar circle is needed)-and legal assistants, law office administrators, com-
puter law research, and other changes-and more to come, as always.
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Highways and airplanes and telephones broaden the region of competi-
tion and opportunity. Whether a country or city lawyer in a small, me-
dium, or large firm, it is essential to claim the benefits of these changes
to the extent that can help you work more efficiently and effec-
tively-and cost your client less for professional services-while re-
warding the lawyer with more time and fees-and appreciation from
family, friends, and clients.

R

Relationships: When broken need healing-and the glue that needs
both grease and cement from forgiveness, compassion, generosity, fair-
ness, firmness, and flexibility-and (most of all) good and frequent com-
munications. Your client needs to understand, to know calls, conferences
and copies of all letters, briefs, memos, pleadings, and papers are cheap
in cost-but great and high quality investments for every lawyer who
desires good client relations.

Rational: Clients want rational advice-and a rational understanding
of legal costs. Explain your fees at your first conference and confirm
them in a friendly letter to establish a good foundation for future under-
standing. Monthly itemized statements explaining your work help cash
flow-and your client's understanding.

Rescue: Lawyers are like ambulance drivers trying to help and save.
The hearse may go slow to the grave, but the sick and needy desire, de-
serve, and expect timely service. Procrastination is the disease that too
often causes untimely deaths-the client to leave the lawyer in his
hearse-while the client seeks his cure on his own-or with his new
lawyer.

Risk: Explain the risks and costs and possible rights and rewards as
fully, fairly, and accurately as the law and facts permit. Sur-
prises-especially bad news-should not come as surprises. Remember
kings beheaded the messenger bearing bad news. Do not exaggerate,
overstate, or generate unwarranted expectations. Psychologists-and
life-teach: generated expectations when denied create frustration which
leads to hostility. Who wants or needs hostile clients?

Reward: "Money is the measure of the market place." Its purchasing
power can buy goods and services-but satisfaction generally requires
more than money. Knowing that your opponent and your client know
and appreciate that you did a good job-an honest and honorable and
diligent and top flight professional piece of work-that is the joy that
flows from your hands and head and heart-and keeps us struggling and
"becoming a lawyer."
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VII. CONCLUSION

To all law students and lawyers who read this, I close with the same
wish for you as that I felt for my daughter and her husband when they
became attorneys in 1979: A long, useful, successful, and happy personal
and professional life as a lawyer is my wish and hope for each of you.




